
Lockington, Elliott (SPAC/PSPC)

From: Harris, Emily (SPAC/PSPC)
Sent: April 16, 2020 2:24 PM
To: Gerasimov, Boyan (SPAC/PSPC); Murdock, Kelly (SPAC/PSPC); Tallerico, Joel

(SPAC/PSPC); McKenna2, Neil (SPAC/PSPC); Laycock, Tristan (SPAC/PSPC)
Subject: RE: OGGO potential questions
Attachments: 04152020-Procurement QA 1 pager FINAL.DOCX

Attaching here – noting that on N95s, we are saying that over 2M have been received, subject to PHAC testing.

If possible, Tristan and myself should review for consistency once ready.

Thanks,
Emily

From: Gerasimov, Boyan (SPAC/PSPC)
Sent: April 16, 2020 1:03 PM
To: Murdock, Kelly (SPAC/PSPC) <kelly.murdock@canada.ca>; Tallerico, Joel (SPAC/PSPC) <joel.tallerico@canada.ca>;
McKenna2, Neil (SPAC/PSPC) <neil.mckenna2@canada.ca>; Laycock, Tristan (SPAC/PSPC) <tristan.laycock@canada.ca>
Cc: Harris, Emily (SPAC/PSPC) <emily.harris@canada.ca>
Subject: FW: OGGO potential questions

Team --

See below request from Parl. I have allocated the questions (including some to Tristan as he knows the latest numbers
best). Could I ask you do draft answers by this evening so that I can review them before tomorrow morning?

I know it is a long list but I hope we can leverage other materials that we have, like the comms notes that MAA uses for
the presser.

@Emily – could you share this with us?

Also, given the VPN challenges, maybe we can put the draft responses in this Google Doc:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yFuDCNL6tedeSE86Vob0rzfv0YTL8TkJdEFr9TNPxdQ/edit?usp=sharing

Questions? Suggestions?

Thank you so much!

Boyan

Boyan Gerasimov
Director of Policy | Directeur des politiques
Office of the Minister of Public Services and Procurement | Cabinet de la ministre des Services publics et
Approvisionnement Canada

From: Kusnick, Chelsea (SPAC/PSPC)
Sent: April 16, 2020 11:44 AM
To: Gerasimov, Boyan (SPAC/PSPC) <boyan.gerasimov@canada.ca>
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Cc: Lockington, Elliott (SPAC/PSPC) <elliott.lockington@canada.ca>
Subject: OGGO potential questions

Hi Boyan,

I’ve attached some potential questions we’ve drafted for a likely appearance by the Minister at OGGO. Can you work
with your team to get the responses to these questions?

We would like them by End of Day Friday if that works for you.

Let me know if you have any questions or concerns.

Thank you!

Chelsea
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